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INTRODUCTION: 

 

[1]. This is an appeal in terms of section 45D of the Financial Intelligence Centre 

Act, Act 38 of 2001 (the “FIC Act”). The appeal is against certain administrative 

sanctions, in the form of financial penalties, imposed by the respondent, the 

Financial Intelligence Centre (the “FIC”), against the appellant. The 

administrative sanctions were set out in a notice from the FIC dated 30 March 

2022.  

 

[2]. The appellants are cited and bring the appeal in their capacities as the trustees 

of the Group Six Trust which trades as ‘Audi Centre Mbombela’ the 

(“appellant”). The appellant is a motor vehicle dealer as defined in schedule 31 

to the FIC Act, is accordingly a ‘reporting institution’ (in terms of schedule 3) 

and in such capacity is required to report to the FIC as set out below. 

 

[3]. It is the breach of the reporting obligations of the appellant that resulted in the 

FIC imposing certain administrative sanctions in the form of financial penalties 

on the appellant on 30 March 2022. The appellant appeals against such 

administrative sanctions (the financial penalties). (There is no appeal against 

the remainder of the sanctions / recommendations and we accordingly say no 

more about these).   

 

 
1 Schedule 3 under the heading “LIST OF REPORTING INSTITUTIONS” includes “1.  A person 

who carries on the business of dealing in motor vehicles.” 
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REPORTING OBLIGATIONS OF THE APPELLANT AND ADMINISTRATIVE 

SANCTIONS FOR NON-COMPLIANCE: 

 

[4]. Section 28 of the FIC Act2 provides as follows: (our highlighting) 

 

28   Cash transactions above prescribed limit 

An accountable institution and a reporting institution must, within the 

prescribed period, report to the Centre the prescribed particulars concerning 

a transaction concluded with a client if in terms of the transaction an amount 

of cash in excess of the prescribed amount- 

(a) is paid by the accountable institution or reporting institution to the 

client, or to a person acting on behalf of the client, or to a person on 

whose behalf the client is acting; or 

(b) is received by the accountable institution or reporting institution from 

the client, or from a person acting on behalf of the client, or from a 

person on whose behalf the client is acting. 

 

[5]. Section 28(b) is relevant in the matter before us. Certain cash amounts were 

received by the appellant from its customers. 

 

[6]. As far as the “prescribed period” is concerned, Regulation 24(4) of the Money 

Laundering and Terrorist Financing Control Regulations (the “Regulations”) 

(under the heading “Period for reporting”) requires the appellant to send a report 

 
2 Section 28 of the FIC Act falls under chapter 3 of the FIC Act titled “CONTROL MEASURES 

FOR MONEY LAUNDERING AND FINANCING OF TERRORIST AND RELATED ACTIVITIES” 

(sections 20A – 45) 
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under section 28 of the FIC Act to the FIC as soon as possible but not later than 

2 days after becoming aware of a cash transaction (or series thereof) exceeding 

the prescribed limit.  

 

[7]. Regulation 24(4) reads:  

 

(4)  A report under section 28 of the Act must be sent to the Centre as soon as 

possible but not later than 2 days after a natural person or any of his or her 

employees, or any of the employees of officers of a legal person or other 

entity, has become aware of a fact of a cash transaction or series of cash 

transactions that has exceeded the prescribed limit. 

 

[8]. As far as the “prescribed amount” is concerned, Regulation 22B of the 

regulations sets the amount of cash above the sum of R24,999.99 (or an 

aggregate of smaller amounts which combine to arrive at the aforesaid amount 

under certain circumstances).  

 

[9]. Regulation 22B reads: 

 

The prescribed amount of cash above which a transaction must be reported to 

the Centre under section 28 of the Act is R24 999.99 or an aggregate of smaller 

amounts which combine to come to this amount if it appears to the 

accountable institution or reporting institution concerned that the 

transactions involving those smaller amounts are linked to be considered 

fractions of one transaction. 
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[10]. Accordingly, in simple terms, the appellant is required to report to the FIC all 

cash transactions exceeding R24,999.99 (i.e. R25,000 and more) as soon as 

possible but no later than two days after becoming aware of such transaction. 

 

[11]. Section 51 of the FIC Act (“Failure to report cash transactions”) provides inter 

alia that a reporting institution that fails, within the prescribed period, to report 

to the FIC the prescribed information in respect of a cash transaction in 

accordance with section 28, is (a). guilty of an offence (s 51(1)), (b). Is 

noncompliant and is subject to an administrative sanction. (s 51(2)) 

 

[12]. Section 45C of the FIC Act provides for “Administrative sanctions”. The FIC 

may impose an administrative sanction on inter alia any ‘reporting institution’ to 

whom the FIC Act applies when satisfied on available facts and information that 

such institution “… has failed to comply with a provision of this Act or any order, 

determination or directive made in terms of this Act …” (Section 45C(1)(a) of 

the FIC Act) 

 

[13]. In terms of section 45C(3) of the FIC Act, the FIC:  

 

… may impose any one or more of the following administrative sanctions: 

(a) A caution not to repeat the conduct which led to the non-compliance 

referred to in subsection (1); 

(b) a reprimand; 

(c) a directive to take remedial action or to make specific arrangements; 

(d) the restriction or suspension of certain specified business activities; or 
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(e) a financial penalty not exceeding R10 million in respect of natural 

persons and R50 million in respect of any legal person. 

 

[14]. In terms of section 45C(2) of the FIC Act, when “… determining an appropriate 

administrative sanction …” the FIC: 

 

… must consider the following factors: 

(a) The nature, duration, seriousness and extent of the relevant non-

compliance; 

(b) whether the institution or person has previously failed to comply with 

any law; 

(c) any remedial steps taken by the institution or person to prevent a 

recurrence of the non-compliance; 

(d) any steps taken or to be taken against the institution or person by- 

(i) another supervisory body; or 

(ii) a voluntary association of which the institution or person is a 

member; and 

(e) any other relevant factor, including mitigating factors. 

 

FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH REPORTING OBLIGATIONS: 

 

First inspection and administrative sanction: 

 

[15]. On 6 February 2018, the FIC conducted an inspection on the appellant at its 

business premises (the “first inspection”). At the first inspection, the FIC 

established inter alia that the appellant had not reported a total of 64 cash 
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transactions in excess of the prescribed limit between 1 January 2013 and 31 

December 2017 with a total value of R4,944,514.13. (It also established that 

the appellant registered with the FIC approximately four years late, and that an 

associated entity (Hudson Motors) utilised the registration profile of the 

appellant, together with the appellant, for reporting purposes.) 

 

[16]. On 23 November 2018, the FIC imposed an administrative sanction on the 

appellant in the form of a reprimand for failing to register timeously; a financial 

penalty of R494,451.00 for failing to report the 64 cash threshold transactions, 

of which R247,225.50 (being 50% of the aforesaid financial penalty) was 

payable, the remaining R247,225.50 (50%) being conditionally suspended for 

a period of three years on certain terms and conditions; a caution not to repeat 

the conduct that led to the non-compliance. (the “first administrative 

sanction”)  

 

[17]. The suspended financial penalty in the sum of R247,225.50 in terms of the first 

administrative sanction gains relevance in the present appeal, and it is dealt 

with later herein. The relevant portion of the first administrative sanction dealing 

with the suspended part of the sanction reads as follows (Record, page 105, 

paragraph 4 – 5):  

 

4.  The payment of the remaining R247, 225.50 of the total financial penalty is 

hereby suspended for a period of 3 years from the date of this Administrative 

Sanction, on condition that Audi Mbombela remains fully compliant with its 

reporting obligations in terms of section 28 of the FIC Act.  
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5.  In terms of section 45C(3)(a) of the FIC Act, Audi Mbombela is cautioned not 

to repeat the conduct that led to its non-compliance with section 28 of the FIC 

Act and should the institution be found to be non-compliant therewith within 

the 3 year suspension period, the suspended penalty of R247, 225.50 becomes 

immediately payable. 

 

[18]. The appellant appealed against the first administrative sanction. On 20 

September 2019, the appeal was dismissed by the Appeal Board. 

 

Second inspection and administrative sanction:  

 

[19]. On 15 March 2020, the FIC conducted a second inspection on the appellant, 

this time off site and based on information and/or documentation provided to 

the FIC by the appellant (the “second inspection”). At the second inspection, 

the FIC established inter alia that: 

 

a. the appellant had not reported 2 of the 64 cash threshold transactions 

identified as not reported during the first inspection 

 

b. between 1 January 2018 and 1 February 2020, a total of 17 cash 

threshold transactions in excess of the prescribed threshold to the total 

value of R1,277,256.50 were not reported (5 of the 17 cash threshold 

transactions) and/or timeously reported (12 of the 17 cash threshold 

transactions). 
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[20]. On 30 March 2022, the FIC imposed the following administrative sanctions inter 

alia (the “second administrative sanction” and the subject of the present 

appeal): 

 

a. a financial penalty in the amount of R1,277,256.50 for failing to comply 

on 17 counts with section 28 of the FIC Act (as detailed in b. in the 

paragraph above), of which R638,628.00 being payable (being 50% of 

the full financial penalty of R1,277,256.50), the balance (50%, namely 

R638,628.00) being conditionally suspended for a period of three years. 

(the “cash threshold penalty”) 

 

b. payment of the sum of R 247,225.00 (being the amount which was 

conditionally suspended in terms of the first administrative sanction 

imposed in 2018), as the appellant was found to be non-compliant with 

section 28 of the FIC Act within the 3 year suspension period – the 

suspended penalty of R247,225.50 accordingly became immediately 

payable. (the “suspended penalty”) 

 

[21]. In terms of the second administrative sanction, the financial penalty to be paid 

was in the total sum of R885,853.50 (R638,628.00 + R247,225.50 = 

R885,853.50). The appellant was afforded a period of 24 months to pay off the 

amount of R885,853.50 in equal monthly instalments over a period of 24 

months from 1 July 2022 to 1 June 2024. (An alternative reduced amount of 

R757,225.50 – an alternative to the amount of R885,853.50 – was offered to 
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the appellant should it meet certain conditions. It is common cause that such 

conditions were not met.)  

 

THE APPEAL 

 

[22]. In its founding affidavit attached to the notice of appeal marked “B” the appellant 

sets out its grounds of appeal3 and states inter alia that it: (Record, page 45, 

paragraph 2.2)  

 

… appeals against: 

2.2.1  the financial penalty imposed upon the Appellant in the amount of R 1 277 

256.00 as set forth in paragraph 1 of the administrative sanction; and, 

2.2.2  against paragraph 3 of the administrative sanction namely the direction to pay 

the payable portion of the financial penalty in the amount of R855 853.50 as 

specified in paragraph 9.2 of the notice of sanction;4 

2.2.3  against paragraph 4 of the administrative sanction for payment of the 

alternative amount of R757 225.50 as also specified in paragraph 9.4 of the 

notice of sanction. 

 

 
3 In the appellant’s notice of appeal, the appellant indicates (Record, at page 3-4, par 3) that 

its grounds of appeal, as required by regulation 27C of the Regulations, are set out in its 

founding affidavit marked “B”. (Record, page 42 - 52)  

4 As set out already, the sum of R855,853.50 is made up of (a) half of the financial penalty of 

R1,277,256.50 i.e. R638,628.00, plus (b) the suspended penalty of R247,225.50, being the 

amount conditionally suspended in terms of the first administrative sanction. Accordingly, the 

appellant appeals against both a. (the “cash threshold penalty”) and b. (the “suspended 

penalty”) above. 
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[23]. The appellant alleges that: the FIC exercised its discretion capriciously, on a 

wrong principle - with specific regard to “the normal baseline departure point”, 

did not bring an “… unbiased judgement to bear on the question …”, and did 

not act for substantial reasons; and that, in any event or alternatively, the 

sanction is excessive or startlingly inappropriate. (Record, page 50 - 51, 

paragraph 2.16 – 2.17)  

 

[24]. The main thrust of the appeal concerns the quantum of the financial penalties. 

This being the case, the present appeal is an appeal against the exercise of a 

discretion exercised in the light of the requirements set out in section 45C(2) of 

the FIC Act (quoted above). 

 

[25]. The Appeal Board does not enjoy an unfettered discretion to interfere with the 

FIC’s assessment and imposition of an administrative sanction or penalty. The 

appellant cannot succeed in its appeal unless it can show that the FIC exercised 

its mind capriciously, or upon a wrong principle or that it failed to bring an 

unbiased judgement to bear on the question of an appropriate administrative 

sanction or penalty. Absent such a finding, the test is whether the administrative 

sanction is ‘excessive or startlingly inappropriate’. (Case 12/3/5 – Hyde Park 

Auto par [7] – [8]; Case 12/3/1/5 – Audi Mbombela)  

 

[26]. It is important to add that the present appeal is to be “… decided on the written 

evidence, factual information and documentation submitted to the [FIC] … 

before the decision which is subject to the appeal was taken.” (Section 45D(3) 

of the FIC Act), (unless permission is sought and granted to submit further 
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evidence (Section 45D(3A) – (3E) and (4) of the FIC Act) which did not happen 

in this case.) 

 

[27]. We shall deal:  

 

a. first with the appeal against the administrative sanction imposed in 

relation to the payment of the sum of R247,225.00, being the suspended 

penalty payable in terms of the first administrative sanction (the 

“suspended penalty”).  

 

b. second, with the financial penalty in the amount of R1,277,256.50 

relating to the failure to comply with section 28 of the FIC Act in respect 

of the 17 cash threshold transactions (half of which was suspended) (the 

“cash threshold penalty”).  

 

[28]. There is no point spending time on the appeal against the ‘alternative penalty’ 

in the sum of R757,225.50. The time for qualifying for such alternative amount 

has come and gone, and the appellant did not meet the conditions for such 

reduced alternative amount. This part of the administrative sanction has 

become moot. This much was conceded in argument before us. In any event, 

any argument relevant to the reduced alternative amount (of R757,225.50) is 

covered by the argument on behalf of the appellant regarding the appeal 

against the “… administrative sanction … to pay the payable portion of the 

financial penalty in the amount of R855 853.50 …” and the further grounds of 

appeal which we deal with below. 
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The suspended penalty: 

 

[29]. The appellant has already appealed against the first administrative sanction. 

That appeal was against the quantum of the penalty that the appellant had to 

pay as a result of the first administrative sanction.  On 20 September 2019, the 

Appeal Board handed down its decision and made an order that: “The appeal 

is dismissed and the decision of the Centre is confirmed.” (our emphasis) (Case 

12/3/1/5 – Audi Mbombela).  

 

[30]. The suspended penalty forms part of the first administrative sanction. The 

appellant has already unsuccessfully appealed against the first administrative 

sanction. The Appeal Board confirmed the decision of the FIC. The first 

administrative sanction, including the suspended penalty, stands. For this 

reason alone, the appeal in respect of the imposition of the payment of the 

suspended penalty cannot succeed.  

 

[31]. In any event, there is no case made out at all in respect of this part of the 

decision of the FIC. Non-compliance with section 28 of the FIC Act after the first 

administrative sanction (and within 3 years of the first administrative sanction) 

is not disputed and is common cause. Without going into any detail, and simply 

to illustrate this point, at the conclusion of the heads of argument filed on behalf 

of the appellant the following submission is made: “It is respectfully prayed that 

the Appellant’s appeal be allowed and that the administrative sanction be 
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reduced to 10% of the value of the late and non-reported transactions.” (Our 

emphasis)  

 

[32]. Non-compliance with section 28 of the FIC Act being common cause on the 

papers, the suspended penalty became immediately due and payable. (see: 

the relevant portion of the first administrative sanction, quoted above already) 

 

[33]. The appeal in this regard is dismissed.  

 

The cash threshold penalty 

 

[34]. As has been dealt with already, the cash threshold penalty in the amount of 

R1,277,256.50 was imposed based on the finding of the FIC that the appellant 

had failed to comply with section 28 of the FIC Act in respect of 17 cash 

threshold transactions – the FIC finding 5 transactions not having been 

reported, and 12 transactions not having been timeously reported. 

 

[35]. The total value of the aforesaid 17 cash threshold transactions is in the total 

amount of R1,277,256.50 (R206,524.00 (total amount of the 5 transactions not 

reported), + 1,070,732.50 (total amount of the 12 transactions not timeously 

reported) = R1,277,256.50.)  (Record, page 38 – 39) 
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The common cause errors: 

 

[36]. It is common cause that the FIC erred in respect of 2 of the 12 transactions 

relating to ‘transactions not timeously reported’: 

 

a. In respect of transaction 1, in the amount of R100,000.00, this 

transaction was reported on 16 April 2018, fell within the first 

investigation, and the appellant had been sanctioned for this transaction 

in terms of the first administrative sanction. The cash threshold penalty 

must accordingly be reduced by R100,000.00. (See list of “Transactions 

not timeously reported”, page 38 – 39, read together with founding 

affidavit, page 46, par 2.3.1 and answering affidavit, page 83, par 82) 

 

b. The appellant contends that transaction 5 and 10, each in the amount of 

R42,828.00, are duplicates of the same transaction. (Founding affidavit, 

page 46, par 2.3.2) Whilst this is denied by the FIC, the FIC confirms 

that transaction 10 was in fact timeously reported (and not late). 

(Answering affidavit, page 83, par 83 – 84) Whilst the parties differ on 

the basis for a reduction in the cash threshold penalty in this regard, it is 

common cause that the cash threshold penalty must accordingly be 

reduced by a further R42,828.00. 

 

[37]. The cash threshold penalty ought to be reduced in the total sum of 

R142,828.00. (R100,000.00 + R42,828.00 = R142,828.00)  
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[38]. Accordingly, the cash threshold penalty of R1,277,256.50 ought to be reduced 

to the amount of R1,134,428.50 (R1,277,256.50 - R142,828.00 = 

R1,134,428.50)  

 

The further grounds of appeal: 

 

[39]. The appellant states that the FIC failed to comply with section 45C(5)(c) of the 

FIC Act as it failed to inform the appellant of the intended sanction.5 The 

appellant then makes the bald allegation in its founding affidavit that “This 

failure prejudices the Appellant.” (Record, page 49, paragraph 2.10) No 

indication or detail is given of such prejudice. It is only in response to the answer 

by the FIC – the FIC stating that it had informed the appellant of the maximum 

financial penalty in terms of section 45C(3)(e) of the FIC Act, and that the 

exclusion of the amount of the intended administrative sanction had no “… 

effect on the appellant’s representations …” (Record, page 85, paragraph 95 – 

96), - that the appellant in reply alleged that it would have called its legal 

advisers to assist if the “… sanction as imposed was considered …”. (Record, 

page 235 - 236, paragraph 14.6).  

 

[40]. The allegations on the part of the appellant do not bear scrutiny: 

 

 
5 Section 45C(5)(c) of the FIC Act provides that “(5) Before imposing an administrative 

sanction, the [FIC] … must give the institution or person reasonable notice in writing- … (c) of 

the amount or particulars of the intended administrative sanction …” 
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a. The appellant was specifically informed in the ‘notice of intention to 

impose an administrative sanction’ (Record, page 26 – 36) that it 

intended to impose the suspended penalty in the sum of R247,225.50 

on the appellant.  

 

b. Further, the appellant was informed of the preliminary view of the FIC 

inter alia that: the appellant’s failures “… are serious contraventions of 

the FIC Act …”, “… non-compliance with its reporting obligations is 

extensive …”, that the appellant “… was aware of its section 28 reporting 

obligations … but acted with reckless indifference to such obligations 

and was therefore wilfully non-compliant on 19 counts6 with section 

28…”; and that “A potential financial penalty may be imposed which may 

not be more than R50 million.”7 (Record, page 32, paragraph 22 – 2.4) 

 

c. The appellant made its representations without “calling its legal advisors 

to assist” in the knowledge that a financial penalty of up to R50 million 

could be imposed. The argument that the appellant would have acted 

any differently had it been informed of a potential penalty in the sum of 

approximately R1 million (R1,277,256.50) does not bear scrutiny.  

 

 
6 Comprised of the 17 cash threshold transactions (totalling R1,277,256.50) plus 2 of the 64 

transactions (totalling R100,000) identified during the first inspection which the appellant had 

not reported. 

7 The financial penalty guideline utilised by the FIC contemplates such maximum penalty in 

terms of section 45C(3)(e) for wilful non-compliance in respect of non-reporting (Record, page 

70) 
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d. In addition, the appellant, assisted by its legal representatives, in its 

notice of appeal says very little more than that said in the representations 

- instead such representations are relied on extensively in the notice of 

appeal (see: founding affidavit, paragraph 2.3.4, 2.3.5, 2.4, 2.6, 2.13, 

2.14). The appellant states in its representations under the heading 

“Economic Situation” inter alia that it “… will not be able to afford another 

fine from the FIC …”, and further attached its detailed balance sheet and 

income statement.  

 

[41]. The failure, if any, on the part of the FIC to comply with section 45C(5)(c) of the 

FIC Act had no material effect on the result. (cf. Case no: 12/3/1/5-ST/FIC 

(5/21) – Scoin Trading par [9]). 

 

[42]. The appellant contends that the administrative penalty imposed is based upon 

certain incorrect findings in respect of the relevant cash threshold transactions. 

This ties in directly to the main thrust of the appeal, namely that the FIC 

misdirected itself on the facts regarding the finding of ‘wilfulness’ on the part of 

the appellant, and that the appellant “… was only negligent and at worst … 

possibly … grossly negligent …” (Appellant’s heads of argument, paragraph 

29)  

 

[43]. To assess the validity of the explanation given by the appellant why it was not 

wilful in its non-compliance, we must consider the veracity of the facts on which 

the appellant relied. (cf. Case 12/3/1/5 – Mercedes Benz/FIC (1/19) at page 9) 
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[44]. The problems with the explanation presented by the appellant include the 

following inter alia:  

 

a. Firstly, certain explanations are false / incorrect. For example (without 

being exhaustive): 

 

• the explanation of the appellant in respect of transaction 7 under 

the heading ‘transactions not timeously reported’ (Ngobeni – 

R60,000.00) is that it was in fact reported on the very day of the 

transaction. (Founding affidavit, page 46, paragraph 2.3.3) This 

has been shown to be false. (Answering affidavit, page 83, 

paragraph 85 read together with replying affidavit, page 241, 

paragraph 26). 

 

• the explanation of the appellant in respect of transaction 3 under 

the heading ‘transactions not reported’ (ac 11-02-2019 – 

R35,000.00) is that such transaction was reported eight days 

before the transaction occurred. (Founding affidavit, page 47, 

paragraph 2.3.4) Apart from being entirely implausible (if even 

possible), the explanation has been shown to be false. 

(Answering affidavit, page 84, paragraph 86 - 87 read together 

with replying affidavit, page 241, paragraph 27). 

 

• the explanation of the appellant in respect of transaction 4 under 

the heading ‘transactions not reported’ (JP Streicher – 
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R80,000.00) is that it was in fact reported the day after the 

transaction. (Founding affidavit, page 47, paragraph 2.3.5) The 

explanation has been shown to be false. (Answering affidavit, 

page 84, paragraph 88 - 89 read together with replying affidavit, 

page 242, paragraph 28). 

 

b. Secondly, it is common cause that certain transactions were either not 

reported at all or reported late. For example, on the appellant’s own 

version transaction 5 under the heading ‘transactions not reported’ 

(31318218-0-0 – M Anvar – R28,553.00) was not reported (Founding 

affidavit, page 47, paragraph 2. 4), and (but for the transactions that we 

have dealt with under the heading “The common cause errors” above – 

i.e. transaction 1 and 10 under the heading ‘transactions not timeously 

reported’ which we do not address herein) all of the transactions under 

the heading ‘transactions not timeously reported’ were reported late. The 

appellant provides no acceptable explanation for the aforesaid non-

compliance.  

 

c. Thirdly, the version of the appellant that certain transactions were 

reported but rejected, does not assist the appellant in circumstances 

where the appellant fails to set out in any meaningful manner the steps 

taken to attempt to comply after such rejections. Further, it is undisputed 

that a number of the relevant transactions were reported hundreds of 

days after the required date. There is simply no acceptable explanation 
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for such breaches, nor a proper explanation of what the appellant did 

over the substantial period of time to rectify the breaches. 

 

[45]. The explanations provided by the appellant do not disturb the findings of the 

FIC based on the facts - that the appellant was aware of its reporting obligations 

but acted in reckless indifference to such obligations and the consequences 

thereof and was accordingly wilfully non-compliant. We do not intend repeating 

all of the findings made by the FIC in its reports – on a conspectus of the 

evidence they do not constitute misdirections.  

 

[46]. Absent a reasonable explanation, and based on the common cause facts, the 

FIC, being the finder of fact, had reason to conclude that on the probabilities 

the appellant had acted wilfully in failing to report in terms of section 28 of the 

FIC Act. (cf. Case 12/3/1/5 – Mercedes Benz/FIC (1/19) at page 10) 

 

[47]. The appellant alleges that “… the question of moral blameworthiness of a 

transgressor must be dealt with differently in cases of non-reporting as opposed 

to late reporting …” (Page 48, paragraph 2.7) In the matter of Case 12/3/1/5 – 

Mercedes Benz/FIC (1/19) at page 11, the Appeal Board held as follows:  

 

… The Act does not distinguish between non- and late reporting. The duty is to 

report cash transactions of R25 000 or more within the prescribed period, 

which is two business days. There is a reason for this. Time is of the essence in 

identifying money laundering and acting appropriately in consequence. Late 

reporting is as bad as non-reporting. The duty of a reporting institution is to 
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check its bank statements daily for cash deposits and to report those that 

exceed the limit immediately. 

 

[48]. The distinction that the appellant seeks to draw is fallacious. As has been held 

by the Appeal Board before: “The Act and Regulation do not distinguish 

between late and non-reporting. Late reporting equals non-reporting ...” (Case 

no. 12/3/1/5 – CIA/FIC (1/20) - Siqala Auto t/a Ford Woodmead at par 6) 

Further, an institution can act wilfully in either (a) failing to report at all or (b) 

failing to timeously report. If an institution is aware of its obligation to report 

within the prescribed time limit, is able to do so, yet fails to do so (i.e. fails to 

report within the prescribed time limit) in reckless disregard of the consequence 

of such breach, such conduct may well be categorised as wilful. 

 

[49]. The allegation on the part of the appellant that it has now modified its processes 

to accommodate the FIC and its system does not assist the appellant. Firstly, 

the appellant does not state why it did not take such steps sooner. Secondly, 

during the first administrative investigation the appellant had indicated that it 

was putting processes in place, and in the first administrative sanction the FIC 

had recommended (in November 2018 already) inter alia that the appellant 

acquaint itself and “comply with the [FIC’s] new registration and reporting 

system, goAML, all Directives, Guidance Notes and Public Compliance 

Communications, all of which are available on the [FIC’s]  website at 

www.fixed.gov.za”. The first inspection report in first administrative sanction 

contained clear directions to the appellant. Thirdly, the putting of systems in 

place after the fact does not explain the various defaults nor exculpate the 

appellant regarding its conduct over the relevant period.    

http://www.fixed.gov.za/
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[50]. The appellant alleges that there is “… not even a reference in the [FIC’s] 

documents to the normal baseline approach in matters of this nature ….” 

(Founding affidavit, page 49, paragraph 2.11) and it is submitted on behalf of 

the appellant that the FIC “… erred in not applying its own sanctioning 

guidelines …” (Appellant’s heads of argument, paragraph 30) These are 

references to the guidelines that the FIC utilises in cases of this nature. The 

argument is unusual in that historically parties have sought to criticise the FIC 

based on the application of such guideline in a strict or mechanical way. The 

argument – insofar as it is an argument that the FIC failed to apply it’s guideline 

– loses sight of the fact that such “… criteria should only serve as guidelines. 

At all relevant times the FIC is statutorily obliged to consider all relevant 

circumstances when determining the appropriate penalty.” (Case no. 

12/3/1/5SM/FIC(3/20) – Sunward Motors par 38 referring to the matter of Mit 

Mak Motors) 

 

[51]. The argument of the appellant regarding the Mzibi transactions of October 2017 

(in the sum of R 100,000.00) is not relevant to the quantum of the penalty in 

that, whilst these transactions were referred to in the notice of intention to 

impose an administrative sanction  (and for such reason the ‘intention notice’ 

referred to “19 counts” and “a value of R 1,377,256.50” – Record, page 32, 

paragraph 22.4), the ultimate notice of administrative sanction excluded the 

quantum of the Mzibi transactions of October 2017 (and for such reason the 

sanction notice and sanction referred to “17 counts” and “the amount of 

R1,277,256.50” - Record page 218, paragraph 1). In any event, the aforesaid 
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transactions had not been properly reported as at the date of the second 

inspection. The findings of the FIC cannot be faulted. 

 

[52]. The FIC took into account the relevant factors as set out in section 45C(2) of 

the FIC Act in determining an appropriate administrative sanction. On a 

conspectus of the evidence, we find no material misdirection on the part of the 

FIC.  

 

PUBLICATION OF THE DECISION: 

 

[53]. In heads of argument, and in argument, the appellant requested the Board to 

order that this decision not be published, or if published not to reveal the names 

of the parties. The request is premised on rule 57 of the Board Rules. The 

request is motivated on the basis that “… extremely sensitive financial 

information … is disclosed in the appeal documents.”  

 

[54]. Rule 57 of the Board Rules provides that generally all appeal board decisions 

shall be published on the website of the FIC unless, on good cause shown at 

the hearing of the appeal, the chairperson of the appeal board directs that such 

publication shall not reveal the identity of the parties concerned or that no 

publication shall take place. The appellant sought non-publication of the 

decision / redaction of the identity of the parties based on the disclosure of 

sensitive financial information. There is no sensitive financial information 
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disclosed in this decision. Good cause has not been shown. The request of the 

appellant is declined.8 

 

CONCLUSION: 

 

[55]. In conclusion: 

 

a. We find that the cash threshold penalty of R1,277,256.50 should be 

reduced by R142,828.00 to the amount of R1,134,428.50. 

 

b. Apart from the aforesaid, we cannot find that the FIC exercised its mind 

capriciously, or upon a wrong principle, or that it failed to bring an 

unbiased judgement to bear on the question of an appropriate 

administrative sanction or penalty, or that the administrative sanction is 

‘excessive or startlingly inappropriate’. 

 

 
8 As an aside - the appellant made out no case in its representations that there are exceptional 

circumstances not to make the sanction public in terms of section 45C(11) of the FIC Act, 

despite the FIC’s invitation to do so in the notice of intention to impose an administrative 

sanction (Record, page 34 - 35, paragraph 25.3 and 26.13) Section 45C(11) provides in 

relevant part as follows: “(11) Unless the Director or supervisory body is of the opinion that 

there are exceptional circumstances present that justify the preservation of the confidentiality 

of a decision the Director or supervisory body must make public the decision and the nature of 

any sanction imposed …” 
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c. The FIC conditionally suspended half of the cash threshold penalty for a 

period of three years. Half of the varied cash threshold penalty equals 

R567,214.25 (50% of R1,134,428.50 = R567,214.25). 

 

d. The payable portion of the second financial sanction as varied by us is 

accordingly in the sum of R814,439.75 (Varied cash threshold penalty of 

R567,214.25 + suspended penalty of R247,225.50 = R814,439.75) 

 

e. The FIC afforded the appellant a period of 24 months within which to pay 

the payable portion of the financial penalty in equal monthly instalments, 

the first instalment to be made three months after the date of the 

administrative sanction. There is no reason to deviate from such an 

approach in respect of the variation order which we make in terms of our 

order below. 

 

f. The appellant has achieved partial but far from substantial success in its 

appeal. In our view it would be fair to reduce the appeal fee by 25%.9 

 

g. We make no order as to costs. 

 

 

 

 
9 In terms of section 45D(10)(b) of the FIC Act, “If the appeal board varies any such decision, 

it may in its discretion direct that the whole or any part of such fees be refunded to the 

appellant.” 
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ORDER: 

 

[56]. The following order is made:  

 

a. Paragraph 1 of the administrative sanction (record, page 218 – 220) is 

amended as follows: 

 

i. “R1,277,256.50” is amended to read “R1,134,428.50”  

 

ii. “17 counts” is amended to read “15 counts” 

 

b. Paragraph 3 of the administrative sanction (record, page 218 – 220) is 

replaced with the following: 

 

“3.  Audi Centre Mbombela is directed to pay the payable portion 

of the financial penalty in the amount of R811,939.75 

(R814,439.75 less R2,500.00 [25% of appeal fee]) in 24 equal 

monthly instalments of R33,830.82 per month on or before the 

first day of each month, the first payment to be made on 1 March 

2023.” 

 

Signed on behalf of the Appeal Board on 2 December 2022. 

 

C Woodrow SC 


